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I recently read a bumper sticker posted on a colleague’s cubicle that stated “I’ve 
Gone Google.” What? How can someone “go Google”? Sure, we all use 

Google’s search engine on a daily basis, but beyond finding information for 
work and home, can someone truly “go Google”? I started asking myself, what 
is the impact that “going Google” can have for teachers and students in the 
classroom?

What was once a start-up company run out of the garage by a couple of 
Stanford grad students has become one of the biggest companies in the world. 
Google spent its first few years developing the number one search engine on 
the web. For many, that’s the only thing they know about Google—it’s a search 
engine. But Google is so much more.

Google has spent the past decade developing an entire suite of tools that 
have revolutionized the way in which we use the Internet. These tools have 
made the world a smaller place by giving users a chance to work virtually from 
anywhere, with anyone, at any time they choose. Google has taken advantage 
of its size and ability to create a large scope for making these tools available to 
teachers and students—for free.

Google’s mission is to organize the world’s information and make it 
universally accessible and useful. With regard to education, our goal is 
to leverage Google’s strengths and infrastructure to increase access to 
high-quality open educational content and technology, more specifi-
cally, in science, engineering, technology and math. We support access 
to computing curriculum and educational technology for all students, 
leveling the playing field so that students and educators alike have the 
opportunity to shape the technologies of their future. The creators of 
tomorrow’s innovations are everywhere, ready to be engaged and 
inspired. (Google, n.d.-a, n.p.)

So, what does it mean to “go Google” in your classroom? In a nutshell, 
it means taking advantage of the educational applications, or “apps,” cre-
ated and shared by Google as part of your curriculum. Whether it’s as basic 
as conducting a search for a research paper, or as complicated as using 
Google Earth to develop an interactive virtual tour, “going Google” implies 
that teachers and students utilize Google tools to help them achieve  
21st century skills.

Introduction
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■  THE WORLD HAS CHANGED

Over the past 15 years, the world has changed for our students. The students of 
today have been exposed to more media than any previous generation. Just 
look at the numbers:

•• 89 percent of 18- to 24-year-old Americans are online.
•• Digital Natives aged 12 to 24 spend 4.5 hours a day viewing screen media 

(TV, Internet, Internet video, mobile video), excluding games.
•• 82 percent of seventh- to twelfth-graders “media multitask” while doing 

homework, e.g., IM, TV, Web surfing, etc. (Frontline, 2010, n.p.)

The problem is, our classrooms haven’t changed. Look inside classrooms 
across the United States and you’ll find a similar arrangement to those of the 
past century. Students are lined up neatly in rows with the desks facing a board 
with text written on it. Sure, the board may be a white board instead of a chalk-
board, but the method of delivering materials to students is far behind the way 
in which students absorb material from their portable devices and computers.

Jim Shelton (2011), Assistant Deputy Secretary for Innovation and 
Improvement in the U.S. Department of Education, describes the situation in 
American classrooms:

For too many of our students around the country, “boring” has become 
the adjective of choice to describe their experiences in the classroom. 
Students have been locked down by the concept of seat time and locked 
out of the technological revolution that has transformed nearly every 
sector of American society, except for education” (n.p.).

■   TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY SKILLS  
AND THE MODERN CLASSROOM

As we’ve moved from a paper-and-pencil past toward a 21st century classroom, 
we know that the classroom needs to progress. Marc Prensky (2010), founder of 
Games2Learn, looked at the changes our education system needs to undergo. 
He says,

The reason a lot of people are stuck, I think, is because they confuse the 
old ways, the best ways of doing something once, with the best ways of 
doing those things forever. So it’s not that kids shouldn’t learn to com-
municate. It’s not that they shouldn’t learn to express complex ideas. Of 
course they should still learn all those things. Those are what we call the 
verbs. The nouns that they use, whether it’s the essay or the paper or the 
writing or whatever it is, or whether it’s the video or the podcast or the-
[sic] that’s what changes. (n.p.)

We know that our education system needs to improve, but what skills are 
necessary to empower our students for the jobs of tomorrow? Let’s look over 
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the list of skills emphasized for 21st century classrooms, and you’ll find that 
technology’s influence is evidenced throughout.

Communication and Collaboration

Our classrooms should strive to reflect an environment in which students 
are comfortable sharing their ideas with one another and with external partners 
as well. The modern work environment demands that employees be able to 
communicate their thoughts. Simply working on worksheets or taking a bubble 
sheet test isn’t going to be a huge benefit for students looking to participate in 
the 21st century.

Students of today enter an increasingly globalized world in which tech-
nology plays a vital role. They must be good communicators, as well as 
great collaborators. The new work environment requires responsibility 
and self-management, as well as interpersonal and project-management 
skills that demand teamwork and leadership. (Pearlman, n.d., n.p.).

collaborative projects were once seen as somewhat of a novelty, but now 
are essential for working in the Internet age. Technology has made work loca-
tion relatively meaningless—students can work in collaborative groups from 
anywhere. Yet so many of our classes incorporate assignments in which stu-
dents work independently, confined to desks and rarely involving their class-
mates. A 21st century classroom looks to engage learners in collaborative 
groups, where learning takes place in and out of school.

Creativity and Innovation

Most American classrooms can be described as rigid, traditional, even boring—
this is not the environment where creativity and innovation typically flourish. 
Whether it’s due to the amount of material that needs to be covered in order to 
prepare for a standardized test, or the traditional nature of teaching in the cur-
rent classroom model, bringing in new ideas and allowing students to explore 
their own creativity is a tremendous challenge facing many classrooms.

Former North carolina Governor Jim Hunt (2010) shared the following 
concerning the need for creative thinking in our schools:

A creative mindset is in increasingly high demand: employers are vying 
for workers who are able to dream big and deliver big with the next 
must-have product. creative thinking fuels innovation, it leads to new 
goods and services, creates jobs and delivers substantial economic 
rewards. However, without adequately cultivating creativity in our 
schools at the state and local level, states like my home state of North 
carolina will not be able to compete with other states and countries who 
already do. (n.p.)

We need to use technology-related activities to facilitate creativity and pro-
mote innovation with our students. Kids are excited to show what they know, 
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by creating projects that demonstrate their skills. For a 21st century classroom 
to be effective, our assignments need to give students more than random facts 
for an upcoming exam; they need to provide students with the opportunity to 
design projects that inspire and motivate them.

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

For several years, there has been an assumption on the part of parents and 
teachers that our children aren’t learning as much as they used to. Our national 
test scores have gone down over the past decade, and there is a growing sense 
that it is due to the overabundance of available technology.

A 2008 study reviewed test scores of 800 thirteen- and fourteen-year-
olds and compared them with similar tests of teens from 1976, a genera-
tion ago. The results? In one test, only one in ten of the current teens 
tested with top scores, down from one in four twenty years ago. In 
another, only one in twenty reached the top score compared to one in 
five from the 1976 batch. (Jordan, 2008, n.p.)

Is technology really to blame for the decrease in test scores? Here is the chal-
lenge for the modern teacher—we need to capitalize on our students’ interest 
in and ability to use different technologies, but we don’t want to isolate the 
technologies to the point that computers do the thinking for our students. As 
Jason Levy (quoted in Dretzin, 2010), principal of I.S. 339 in New York, stated, 
“Kids are going to need to be fluent in technology. They’re going to need to be 
excellent at communication. They’re going to need to be problem solvers. That’s 
just the way the world is now” (n.p.).

One thing we can agree on: New technologies are going to continue to 
impact the classroom. A teacher of 21st century learners is going to need to use 
these technologies to enhance their critical thinking and problem solving skills, 
not replace them.

■  HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Going Google isn’t like your typical Technology for Idiots textbook. Learning 
how to use the different tools in the Google library is part of the goal, but you 
should also come to understand how to use the tools as part of an effective 
teaching strategy. That being said, Going Google wasn’t designed to be fol-
lowed from cover to cover, either. rather, you should be able to scan quickly 
to any given section of the book to learn more about a tool and its classroom 
application.

The book’s goals include allowing readers to do the following:

•• Preview five major points to consider about each tool or group of tools at 
the beginning of the chapter or section.
•• Discover ideas for implementing a Google tool in your instruction.
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•• Explore how the tools help students to meet national standards. chapters 
begin with a reference to one of the National Education Technology 
Standards (NETS) for either teachers (NETS-T) or students (NETS-S). You 
will also find references to the Framework for 21st century Learning in 
various chapters, developed by the Partnership for 21st century Skills.
•• Observe timely screen shots to help you visualize what you’re learning.
•• Find tips for “going Google” at the end of most chapters.

Because some of the terms used in Going Google may be considered technol-
ogy jargon or “geek speak,” I’ve included a glossary at the end of the book to 
help you understand unfamiliar words or concepts (Glossary terms are denoted 
by boldface italics.). I’ve tried my best to explain terms like HTML and rSS, but 
some of these acronyms are tough to illustrate quickly. The glossary should 
help clear up any misconceptions or confusing terms.

It’s important to note that the tool tutorials in this book can’t stay current 
forever. Google prides itself on innovation, and the tools in its library are 
always changing in their look and feel. Just while writing this book, Gmail, 
calendar, Blogger, Docs, Sites, reader, iGoogle, Picasa, and Search all had 
changes in the way they look. I want you to learn the essential features found 
within each of the tools. You’ll always be able to copy and paste in Google 
Docs, whether the shortcut is found in the edit menu or not. No book can 
account for the stylistic changes Google will make, but I hope this book will 
help you learn the tools’ important features and how they can be incorpo-
rated into your curriculum.

POWERFUL TOOLS FOR ■ 
 21ST CENTURY CLASSROOMS 

The premise of this book is simple: Educators want to use the best tools to 
engage their students and prepare them for their future. Google has created a 
comprehensive library of tools that can help teachers accomplish the goal of 
developing 21st century learners. After reading this book, there are a few things 
I hope you’ll want to do.

•• Explore the skills that students will need, moving forward in the  
21st century.
•• Learn about the different Google tools and discover how you can lever-

age the various programs in your classroom.
•• Identify several classroom projects you can incorporate into your curriculum.

If you’ve only used Google as a search engine, this book should provide you 
with an overview of a variety of tools you can use with your students. If you’ve 
been using Google tools for a long time, I hope you’ll see some new ways in 
which you can incorporate the programs you love into your classroom curricu-
lum. Who knows? Maybe by the end of our time together, you’ll have “gone 
Google” as well.




